THE NATURE OF THE DREAM
The nature, character, dynamics and drama of your dreams literally have
no importance, because they are part and parcel of your ignorance, not
your Consciousness--not your lucid all-inclusive Conscious experience
of Being. And so, when you say, "Oh, a monster is chasing me. I need to
go and run," I cannot tell you that it is more important than your
continuing connection with me, which is your continuing connection with
Reality, your continuing connection with your Self in your right Mind, in
which there is no monster and no need to run.
As I have already said, do not try to determine what is real and what is
illusion at the level of dream. You must understand that it is your
willingness to pay attention to me, to my presence outside of the
dream--and therefore your presence outside of the dream--which is the
only thing that will bring you to a point of being able to distinguish what
is Real. And, of course, there will not be anything remaining appearing to
be unreal, so no distinction between the two will have to be made. We are
talking about clarity, here, in which there is no confusion, no distorted
perception.
Now, you have realized that you forgot to check in with me even more
frequently after our last conversation. You, nevertheless, did check in
with me, and did, to a limited degree, provide yourself with the remindful
experience of where we Are--which really means, for you, where You Are
truly.
Indeed, the drama of the dream has been a little more dynamic in the
past few days. But what is unreal about it is no more unreal than it was
when it was less dynamic, and therefore does not truly require your
attention any more than when the dream seemed to be peaceful. So, I am
going to reiterate again the need for touching base with me more and
more frequently. This is the way you build a basis of experience as to
where you really Are, and therefore, this is the way in which you become
clearer that you are not in the dream, and you are not the caricature of
self that you are experiencing within the dream, but are the Self that is
with me in the Fourth-dimensional Conscious experience of Being.
Again, I ask you: Will you do this?
PAUL: Yes, to the very best of my ability.

RAJ/Jesus: Again, Paul, there is a need for desire to be present--a desire
for a friend. A desire to be with me consciously. And again, at this point,
any experience of not being with me is not a valid or valuable experience.
Therefore a choice for being unaware of me is a choice which imprisons
you in unconsciousness, ignorance. Your great familiarity with your
ignorance, and your great unfamiliarity with being with me does not
justify the ongoing choice for being unconscious of me, and therefore
unconscious of You.
If it seems that the protocols of your dream are dissolving--being
rendered meaningless--and as a result there is what you perceive and
judge to be chaos, then you may know that the elements of its
attraction--meaning the ignorance or the dream--are losing their ability
to hold your attention, and thus, you not only have a "window of escape,"
you also feel a need. This is in perfect order and is indicative of healing,
of your coming back into your right Mind--your undistorted, unbiased,
unconditional, unconditioned Conscious experience of Being.
So, when you feel the need for order, when the conceptual orderlinesses
of your experience are dissolving, know that order will be achieved--not
by virtue of reestablishing the order in the dream, but--by virtue of
connecting with me, thus bringing your point of attention to that Place
where You Are, truly, and that Place only where your capacity to
experience truly is present and available, in which the absence of order
and its potential threat to your sense of your well being gets swallowed
up in unchangeable, absolute Order or Harmony, where there is no
experience of threat or potential for threat. I will repeat this as many
times as I have to. In your connecting with me--and now, by virtue of
connecting with me and having an experience of the fact that you must
be with me where I am in order to do so--this is the essential step in
terms of your release from the dream, the personal sense of self and the
distorted perception of Reality which is inseparable from it.
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